Lesson Plan (Interpretive Listening/Reading – Interpersonal Writing/Speaking)
Subject and Level: Spanish ONE
DAY 9
IPA Scenario/G.R.A.S.P.
Goal: To write the script to narrate a fashion show
Role: Fashion show mc
Audience: Hispanic audience looking for outfits for the July-August break in Latin America.
Situation: Zara the famous Latin American fashion conglomerate has put a show using your
style. They want you to MC the event and you have to write the script for it.
Product: A script for a fashion show portraying five different outfits
Can-do Statements:



I can describe outfits styles and where to wear them
I can present a fashion show.

Resources: (websites and links) ·
Vocabulary: How to write a fashion show script (The video is in English)
https://youtu.be/WQG_qFQGSpo
https://www.ehow.com/how_4450628_write-fashion-show-script.html

Assessment: (Important information or rubrics to complete each task successfully)

Rubric: COMPLETE THE ACTIVITIES IN THIS WORD DOCUMENT AND TURN IT
IN TO TEAMS
Activities:

1. Write your name on this word document
2. Go through the whole document before you start
3. Write your script for the fashion show in this word document
It must include:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Greetings
Name and age of the model
The description of the outfit with color, details of every item and purpose
Picture of the outfit ( you can take pictures or find them online)
5 FIVE DIFFERENT OUTFITS

GRAMMAR STRUCTURED PRACTICE /ACTIVITY
Examples:
SUBJECT

Ella es Ema,
ella tiene 18
años.

FIRST ITEM

SECOND ITEM

Ella lleva
unas
zapatillas de
tacón rojas

y un bolso de
mano verde

PLACE TO GO/
ACTIVITY TO
PERFORM
Ema está lista
para ir a una
fiesta.

Ema lleva un
vestido
Amarillo
largo

Ella es Marta,
ella tiene 16
años.

Ella lleva
unos
vaqueros
cortos

Lleva unos
tenis o
zapatillas
deportivas

Marta está lista
para ir a correr.

él lleva
pantalones
y saco
azul

Él lleva
zapatos cafés

Jaime está
listo para ir a
trabajar.

Marta lleva
una camiseta
blanca
Él es Jaime,
él tiene 19
años.
Jaime lleva
una camisa
blanca

How to Write a Fashion Show Script
BRIDGETTE REDMAN UPDATED ON AUGUST 3 0, 2017

Long before the spotlights; long before the fancy gowns fall over the heads of models
and long before the oohs and ahhs of the audience comes the writing of the fashion
show script. This script pulls everything together to help the show go off without a hitch.
As the organizing document, it tells when each model must step onto the catwalk and
provides the content the emcee uses to describe each creation. Writing a fashion show
script requires research, vivid writing, organization and good storytelling.

Analyzing the Garments
Fashion show script writing begins with solid research and careful thought. Spend time
with each of the garments to find out what makes them special. Investigate what they
are made of, what is fashionable about the cut, what its function is and how it is meant
to be worn. Learn whether it belongs to a particular genre and what is new and different
about it. Identify the designer for each garment and dig up the story behind the
inspiration for it.

Putting It All Together
Start the script with an introduction that talks about the show's purpose -- whether it is a
fundraiser, highlighting a particular brand or following a specific theme. Welcome the
audience. Organize outfits into runs and put the descriptions in the proper order.
Double-check with organizers to ensure the script matches the order of model
appearance. Some fashion shows will have entertainment or guest speakers between
runs, mark such elements in your script. At the end of the show, include the emcee's
closing speech along with any thank yous to models, designers or sponsors.

Formatting the Script
Find out how the emcee wants the script structured -- whether she can read it from a
hand-held tablet or from hard copy. Put the name of the outfit in bold or all caps with the
name of the designer and model immediately after it. Leave a space and then include
the description you wrote. You may choose to put key facts in bold for easier reading.
Break up your descriptions into short paragraphs so they are easy to read. Read the
script aloud to ensure it flows and follows the time sequences. Adjust as necessary.

Tips from: https://youtu.be/OUzvHAQu1FE
The first thing to remember is that runway fashion shows are used to sell clothing so you want to write a

description that really highlights the clothing, and the best way possible you want to highlight the style is it
good for a certain body type it's an on-trend with certain colors, and most importantly why is it that it's on
the runway in the first place.
There has to be a reason why that garment was picked so make sure you
highlight all the key elements of that garment, and make sure you also highlight the brain or the designer
so let's take a look at an example let's take a look at our lovely model Sloane with this blouse and
leggings from gap this pink color goes great with our skin tone and the ruffles and the movement allow
her to have a ton of fun

